Good morning beloved friend,
I pray your morning is full of his joy and peace. I pray his blessing over you today in all you do and “not” do.
What if both of them (ultimately) belong to you?
I find myself in Zechariah 13 today which I am hearing and believing is occurring even now in “the land” which is the spiritual
body of the woman or “she” of Genesis 3. She is being “divided” by “the sword” into “two parts”.
I am stunned when I came to Zechariah 13:9 below. To prep for this, let me ask you a question.
If I said to you “I will put $100 into a savings account in the name of my son _______ “, wouldn’t you think the name of “my son”
(Ben or Luke) would be the missing word?
With that in mind, please consider this verse and pay close attention to the word “in-name-of-me”.

Notice how it says “in-name-of-me” (one word).
So, what is the next word? It is “and-I” isn’t it. Actually, it is the Hebrew word above the English translation of “and-I”.
(In English), it looks like a verb to us, doesn’t it?
What if it’s a verb and so much more? A hidden “name-of-me”? Could the very “name-of-me” be the verb “and-I” from this
realms perspective?
Is “and-I” the “name of me” in this realm? Is “I” attached to “and” and the two PARTS together are doing the work of God?
Is the “land” (spiritually) divided into “I” and “and” yet joined together as “and-I”?
Is “and” the flesh” and “I” the true “substance” (but both are attached to each other)?
“People of me”
The next part I noticed was when he says the word “people of me”.

I see that it is both (again, two parts) “he” and “and-he”, which are two parts of his people or “body” where “he” dwells.
Whatever “and” is, it seems pretty important.
Again, could “and” be his spiritual “flesh” that both is and contains all “things” (that are formed)?
I also noticed “the third” are brought into the fire and refined. Do you recall the words of the Lord speaking to Abraham saying
“in the 4th generation they shall return here” Gen 15:16?
Could this “being passed through the fire” and “being refined” be the “refined 3rd generation or 3rd part of man” that will “return
in the 4th generation”?
His Blood
This is something I saw the other day that is absolutely mind blowing to me. It was while I was studying the law in Leviticus and
it begins to reveal the hidden parts of Genesis 3 with “the serpent” and “the woman”.
Side question: Is this (the law) how he is “doing the refining” and “purification via fire”?
I noticed exactly what his blood is. Let’s check it out.

Please carefully consider the parts I have highlighted.
Do you see how “soul-of all-of flesh” (is the) blood-of-him?
Do you see how the “blood-of-him” is in (the) soul of him?
Do you see how all of these together are part of “he”?
Now, this is where it gets powerful.
Do you see how it says also that the “soul-of-all-of-flesh” (and) “blood-of-him” (BOTH TOGETHER) is also “She”? (Again, we go
back to the “two”.)
This she of Leviticus is “the woman” of Genesis 3!
It’s ONE (spiritual) woman, “but she” (back side) has been divided into TWO PARTS! (Study Gen 16 and the words of “Hagar”)

Check out Gen 3:1 below and the part I highlighted. Do you see how the serpent is talking to a specific part of “the woman”
called “Indeed”?

Is “indeed” much more than we realize? What would you think if I told you she was “the woman” indeed? Would she be the
one doing the work “in-deed”?
Do you see how “the woman” (soul of all flesh & blood of him) has two parts to her “body” (his soul/”helper” below).
“She” (of Leviticus 17 and Gen 3) is both “the woman” and “the woman indeed”.
I hear this and it is like a “flash of LIGHTENING” that comes out of my “sky” above from “the east” to “the west”.
One part is higher up (Sarah, the woman) and one part is down below (Hagar/the woman indeed). The “indeed” part is the part
of her that is attached to the outer man and the physical body doing the work (“indeed” under law – the reason for the serpent).
Both (Sarah and Hagar) are part of the “soul of him” or the “life of him” that he “laid DOWN” (from above) for the life of the
world.
BOTH are need to connect himself to the mid-section of man (ruling soul realm (garden) of spiritual Earth) and the lower section
of man attached to the body and on “the ground” that is “outside”. The Kingdom of heaven is in the middle of you. Luke 17:21
Our “middle” is both inside and upward. It is mind blowing to me.
All “3” work together to accomplish and “carry-out (ward)” his perfect will.
I pray that we are willing to hear from the Lord on this. I believe this is going to change everything and start (or continue) the
“great-reversal” of all that we know and teach about him. I am convinced that all are included as he is all humanity that is being
divided, refined and sent back “upward” and “inward”. He is “THE” life. One life with parts of it veiled (as the woman with a
“veil” over her face) and parts of it hidden inside of itself.
Blessings to you my beloved friend.
Please consider sharing this with anyone who comes to mind (our spiritual (Earthly) “heaven”) or the “mind of Christ” as you are
pondering these things.
Duane

